Morgan County Fair & 4-H Association, Inc.

TRUCK PULL
Sunday, JULY 30, 2017
Updated TRUCK Pull Rules & Classes
General Rules for all Classes:

1. Contestants must be 18 years of age; 16 and 17 year olds must have a parents
written permission.
2. Any truck driven in an unsafe manner in any area of the event will be disqualified.
3. Any driver consuming alcohol before they are done pulling or completing their track
duties assigned for the day will automatically be disqualified and lose all money
accumulated from that day=s pull. Any alcohol or controlled substance abuse
before or during the pull will not be tolerated and will result in immediate
disqualification.
4. Seat belts are required in all classes and must be worn.
5. Contestants must pull at the assigned position within 3 minutes of the time the sled
is ready. Officials may move contestant to last position due to mechanical trouble.
6. Maximum height of hookup and pulling point cannot exceed 26” to top of drawbar.
Drawbar must be ridged in all directions, it may be adjustable. Hitch will be
measured at the hook point.
7. All pulls must start with a tight hitch. No jerking of the sled. Two consecutive
attempts to start the sled will be allowed if not pulled beyond 75 feet. All pullers
must furnish their clevis or hook hole. Needs to be minimum opening of 3”
wide by 3 ¾” long
8. Automatic disqualification for any weight falling off while hooked to sled.
9. Pull will be disqualified if a vehicle runs out of bounds.
10. Truck must stop immediately upon signal from the flagman.
11. Any weight protest to pulling truck must be made before vehicle leaves track.
12. A pull official must be present at the scale. All trucks must be weighed with driver.
13. Trucks will be safety inspected at the beginning of the pull.
14. The pull officials will govern contest after consulting with Executive Board.
15. No fuel tanks, pumps, or lines in the driver=s compartment in any class.
16. Event superintendent holds the right to disqualify or make judgment on any
questionable pull.

All Hook Fees are $25.00 which includes one (1)
Pit Pass
Sign-In starts = 4:00 pm
Sign-In CLOSES = 5:30 pm
Pull time = 6:00 pm
Fair Office: 765-342-9905

www.mcfair.org

Superintendent: Scott Tielking
317-412-7242

